TalkTechnologies
Stenomask - noise cancelling, voice isolation microphone

Talk Technologies revolutionary Stenomask
microphones allow you to use speech recognition
and verbally communicate in public without anyone
overhearing you.
Recently we have seen a dramatic increase in
people embracing this technology at work and in
the classroom. Used in conjunction with speech
recognition software it affords them the ability to
work freely, anywhere, without having to worry
about disturbing others or being overheard.
Steno SR i s the only speech recognition microphone that provides complete voice privacy and
noise cancellation. By isolating the users voice it enables you to privately transcribe and
communicate while simultaneously eliminating all background noise thus ensuring a crystal
clear voice signal. It is ideal for classroom settings, open offices, meetings, commuting, or
anywhere you require voice privacy and noise cancellation. This assistive technology can be
used with any speech recognition software including Dragon 15 and is compatible with all
modern devices including smartphones, laptops, tablets and recorders.

Video link to a Steno SR demonstration https://youtu.be/T3WJubnhMEQ

Stenomask is currently used by
●

Professionals that require privacy when speaking on
the phone

●

Workers in open space offices and public places

●

Physicians and healthcare professionals using
speech recognition software such as Dragon Medical,
complies with HIPAA privacy and security rules

●

Assistive technology for individuals with unique needs
i.e., dysarthria, the inability to speak louder than a
whisper or speaking too loudly

●

Interpreters for simultaneous language translation

●

Police, military and security personnel for
communicating and transcribing privately

●

Job trainers and supervisors in noisy work
environments

●

Speech recognition software users, or anyone that takes verbal notes i.e., students,
scribes, insurance agents, appraisers, inspectors

●

Court Stenographers for verbatim recording of court proceedings

Product info & pricing available at h
 ttps://talktech.com/product-category/stenomask-store/ a
 nd
on AMAZON at h
 ttps://www.amazon.com/talktech

Talk Technologies has been providing speech solutions to schools and industry for over 30 years
and offers non-profit discounts. Please feel free to contact us via email or phone.
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